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At one of the Californian chlorination mills it was found by experiment •in 1882 that nearly 50 per cent, of the gold and 28 per cent, of the silver were being lost by volatilisation. In this case the pyrite was roasted on two hearths for thirty-six hours, 1 per cent, of salt being added four hours before the charge was drawn. The reason for the great loss was thought by Professor •Christy to be the high temperature of roasting, particularly on the charging-m floor.
The variation of the loss in different ores which are treated precisely .alike is doubtless due partly to the presence or absence of metals forming volatile chlorides which carry oil the gold, and partly to the physical condition of the latter, the volatilisation being greater if it is in a state -of minute subdivision.
Volatilisation Process for Treating Gold Ore.—8. Croasdale found,1 from experiments on a number of ores, that from 80 to 09 per cent, of the gold •contained in them could be volatilised by roasting with salt. This formed the basis of a process for the extraction of gold and silver' from pyritic ore. If more than 3 per cent, of sulphur was present in the ore it was partly removed by roasting after dry crushing. From 5 to 20 Ibs. of salt per ton of ore was then added and oxidising roasting continued at a temperature of about 1000°. The gold and silver were volatilised and condensed in scrubbing towers or in filters made of bur-lap sprayed with, water. The process was tried at Mayer, Yavapai County, Arizona, in 1 <.)<)(>/" and the same method was applied in 1913 by B. Howe to antimonial ore at the GUvalia Consolidated Mine, West Australia.3 In both cases the process was soon .abandoned.
MECHANICAL  FlMlNAX'KH.
The furnaces which have been designed with the object/ of saving the labour necessary to work the reverberatory furnaces may be divided into four classes, viz. :-......
1.  Stationary hearth furnac.es, supplied with iron hoes moved by machinery by which the ore is rabbled.    The O'Hara,  Pearce Turret,  Brown, Ropp, Edwards, Morton, MacDougail, Kvans-Klepetko and  HerresholT furnaces are. •examples of this class,
2.   Botating-bed furnaces, in which the hoes or stirrers are stationary, while the bed supporting the ore revolves.   The Uodfrey calciner j and the,
• -old Bunker Hill furnace are examples of this class.
3.   Rotating cylindrical furnaces, which consist of brick-lined iron cylinders capable of being rotated, so that the ore is tumbled over and over by their motion while it is being roasted.    Kxumples are the Bruckner, the. White-Howell, the Ilofman, and the Argall furnaces.
4.   Shaft furnaces, in which the powdered ore falls by gravity, in a shower, through an ascending column of hot air, the oxidation being effected in the course of the fall.    The Stetefeldt furnace, which is the only one- based on this principle, is not used for dead rousting, as it is not adapted for the pin-pose.   It is used for the chloridismg roast-ing of silver ores, and will not- be described in this volume.
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